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If you are reading this booklet, it is very likely that you are seated in a 

chair somewhere within Musikkens Huis, a relatively new architectural 

icon designed by architects Coop-Himmelbau for orchestra and university 

music school students and the centre for Danish jazz history. Before you 

sprawls a view of Aalborg and the Limfjorden Strait, a body of water that 

connects the North Sea and the Kattegat, and separates the mainland of 

Denmark into two regions, the Vendsyssel and the Thy. This landscape 

outlook, this horizon, like most, might stir up introspection, reflexivity, 

even calmness. The city, the conference, the window, the vista, the chair, 

the headphones, and your body meet. This is an encounter that tinkers 

with what is always near-to-far, possible-to-probable, felt-to-

imperceptible – an event horizon – an encounter that philosopher Brian 

Massumi describes as the mutual enveloping conditions of “[p]ossibility, 

potential, and virtuality: sequencing, veering, rupture; linearity, hiatus of 

intensity, impassive interval; the predictable, unpredictability, the 
senseless; the only thought, the thinkable, the unthinkable; the already 

felt, the felt, the insensate; the possible, the possibilizable, the impossibly 

real; the possible, the ‘practically impossible,’ the impossible in principle; 

the instrumental, the operative, and the contingent; same, change, 

chance” (1998, 158). 
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I imagine that having settled into the arms of the stuffed chair, you have 

taken a well-rehearsed cue to donn the headphones, which are already 

deeply involved in making a sounding event audible. A visitor, a 

witness, an attendant, an interloper? At this point, I predict, that this 

small un-assuming booklet has made itself known to you, and well, here 

we are, all caught up, in the here-now moment. You, I, this booklet and 

the occasion of this sound-writing encounter are bound up relationally. 

It is impossible to guess at which point you started listening. Or, for that 

matter, if you have even really started listening, for I expect that you are 

distracted by the reading of this essay, perhaps adhering (respectfully? 

dutifully?) to a hegemony that relies on text-based language to set the 

scene to a creative act, to buffer or preclude any objectionables, 

abjectionables, or forewarn of any emotional outbursts. No, no, no, we 

couldn’t have that – too private, too personal, too intimate. Such a 

textual cognitive distraction, a pre-empting, might certainly draw 

attention away from the subtle or not so subtle sound machinations 

unfolding in your ears. If you were to pocket this booklet for a later read 

and surrender yourself to the act of listening to the work, you would 

become part of the work, enveloped, folded, inserted, incorporated; my 

first level desire for the work would be accomplished. What follows is 

what follows. 
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.   .   .   .   . 

They handed me a pamphlet. It described with unfamiliar words, 

clinical clarity, san serif font and a tone as cool and distant as the 

room’s hygienic surfaces what was happening right in front of me. The 

words in the pamphlet were meant to make this event more rational, 

more logical; to hold my body in an analytical mode and at bay from the 

sensate. Big words, that when spoken, sounded nothing like the sound 

they referred to. Words, absent of metaphor, classified the seemingly 

simple transition from life to not-life, where the innate functional 

impulse to draw in and then draw out is abated. With my intellect 

adequately diverted, I resisted sound’s beckoning affective, emotional 

trigger with full force. 

.   .   .   .   . 
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This booklet and that pamphlet are similar in size and material. The 

sound installation and that pamphlet have the same intent: To educate 

on breath in the life-to-death transition. The methods and mediums are 

what set them apart.  

It took me just under ten minutes to read that pamphlet and another 

ninety-five hours and fifty minutes to live through what it tried 

(inadequately) to teach me. Breath-taking is approximately one and a 

half hours long, played continuously on loop for the length of the 

exhibition. It’s okay if you want to sit here for the duration, to be the 

only listener to this event horizon; it’s okay if you want to test out my 

theory.  

To do so you would need to adhere to Deborah Kapchan’s notion of 

sound-writing, an alternative, non-representational, speculative mode of 

theorising, a non-discursive form of affective transmission resulting 

from acts of listening that resonate through sentient and non-sentient 

bodies (2017, 2). 

Breath-taking is a piece of sound-writing. You, the listener, the sentient 

body. The breather, a non-sentient body, a text read through digital 

software, which stirs, infects or degrades the text as a conventional 

meaning-making message into a sense-sounding phenomenon. A 

generative, live encounter. 

Breath-taking is a durational listening experience that traverses the 

stages of a dying person’s breath. It does so with or without you; the 

breather continues whether any one is sitting here or not, like the tree 
falling in the forest, or as long as the electric current continues to flow 

to the apparatus/body. It also does so with you present, in that it 

involves you, lures you in such that you might even find that the pace, 

pitch and volume of your own breath responds empathetically. It would 

not be surprising to find your emotions brought to the surface by the 

subject matter retold over and over again through the guile of digital 
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software digesting the data as material frequencies, regurgitating them 

anew but the same, plus or minus, more or other.  

I can not help but recoil at the realisation that, at this moment, I am 

inhaling, not fresh air, but all the exhalations before me and all the 

particles of matter hovering in the aether of this lung-full gasping eco-

system. Borrowing once more, once more, once more, breath is another 

event horizon, (borrowing liberally from Massumi, again), such 

material resonance can not be extrapolated from physical laws; it is 

“churning, … running over, … folding,… self-referential,… intensive 

interrelated versions of itself… mutually-implicated transformations of 

itself, … hypermutable … hyperconnectible.” (154). No wonder the 

pamphlet failed to bridge the gap between knowing what will and what 

might happen.  

It is breath’s virtuosity that draws it into being a virtual event horizon. 

As a system, a biological system, it takes hold of a live body as a matter 

of course, a matter of routine, habit, an automated filtering and 

exchange, a process of intake, harvest, divestment and outlet. It is not 

nearly as dependable, clear-cut, stable or predictable as that pamphlet 

professed. Such a false sense of surety grounds the voice that initially 

reads breath-taking’s script, a script cobbled together from numerous 

medical pamphlets and websites. 

Consider yourself armed with information to resist the contingency and 

ruptures of visceral reality. 

Breath is a habit of the living. The habit of a living body, a situated 
body, a situated material body. Its death is no accident; it is a simple 

“ex-centric collapse of the center of gravity” and a slow disintegration; 

an attrition losing its potential (Massumi, 159). The breath of a body in 

this state of demise reeks and reels of its own thwarting.  

Such is the tale seemingly portrayed in Samuel Beckett’s play Breath. 

Minimalist, pared back, stripped away, bare bones, uneventful, just 
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forty seconds long, an imitation of life. English Professor William 

Hutchings reminds us that Beckett wanted the play to be devoid of any 

words – to rely exclusively on sensory perceptions in order to stimulate 

an audience’s nerves rather than their intellect, to surpass language and 

reason for the “sublimity of pure sound” (87). Despite Beckett’s own 

humour at referring to his play as a “farce in five acts,” critics confer 

that Beckett’s Breath concerns the “human condition and the state of 

the world in which this life is passed” (87). Beckett’s full script follows 

(italics and bold as found in the original): 

Curtain. 

1. Faint light on stage littered with miscellaneous rubbish. Hold for
about five seconds.

2. Faint brief cry and immediately inspiration and slow increase of
light together reaching maximum together in about ten seconds. Silence

and hold about five seconds.

3. Expiration and slow decrease of light together reaching minimum
together (light as in I) in about ten seconds and immediately cry as

before. Silence and hold for about five seconds.
Rubbish.  No verticals, all scattered and lying.

Cry.  Instant of recorded vagitus. Important that two cries be identical,

switching on and off strictly synchronized light and breath.
Breath.  Amplified recording.

Maximum light.  Not bright. If 0 = dark and 10 = bright, light should

move from about 3 to 6 and back (1971, 9).

Hutchings assists to interpret the parts of the play: 

1. The initial pause and the first cry, representing birth, constitute the

"introduction" and "inciting moment" of life in general and of this play

in particular;

2. The inhalation, a symbol of growth and development, is clearly a

"rising action" (of the thorax and diaphragm as well as of the play)

which is appropriate for a second "act";
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3. The pause while the breath is held is the climax and the third "act,"

the culmination of growth and maturation, the apex of the "vital

capacities" of the lungs and hence of life;

4. The exhalation - a metaphor for the entropic decline of the body with

advancing age, a declining "vital capacity," and death (i.e., complete

exhalation) - constitutes the "falling action" of the thorax and the fourth

"act" of the play, which is followed immediately by

5. The reiterated cry, the "catastrophe" or "resolution" of the play, and a

final silence before the curtain descends (88).

Consider the differences between Beckett’s original script and 

Hutchings’ five part structural analysis. The former sparingly directs a 

stage empty of performers and anything that remotely speaks of human 

action. The latter applies a well-worn trope to the script, attributing the 

cry to a child and the exhalation to death. Curiously, Beckett’s script 

conflates inhalation and inspiration with higher light levels; expiration, 

silence and low light levels are equally related. Where Beckett’s script 

leaves the fate of the system open and undetermined, Hutchings’s 

narration falls just short of writing in the death rattle as “fait accompli”. 

On, off. In, out, hold, hold, hold, hold, holdddddddd…… 

Breath-taking pays homage to Beckett’s play by trying to pare the 

performance back even more. Situated off-stage in a location that is not 

exactly every day but still subject to greater contingency than a black 

box theatre, breath-taking beckons one into an encounter with the literal 

horizon, that jaw-dropping sublime scenery. At the same time, it 

enmeshes you, the listener, with the quivering, fragile, tentative tempo 
of life hanging in the balance. (When creating the work and describing 

my intentions, I often asked productions assistants to imagine sitting at 

the bedside of their grandmother in her last days.) Audience, (that is 

you), just one at a time, alone, perhaps many listeners visiting multiple 

times, each at once, over the four days of the conference event. There 

are no actors, only sentient (human listeners) and non-sentient 

performing bodies: the software, digital files adorned by digital effects, 
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headphones, booklet and chair. The lighting is governed by the weather 

and, to some degree, the architect’s lighting scheme. Theatricality is 

only what the day brings. Rather than reduce the duration of the 

performance as Beckett did, breath-taking invests in a non-

essentialising folding gesture – that gesture Massumi wrote of - iterating 

the written text as if the breathing apparatus was reading it, speaking it, 

sounding it, out, exhausting it, exalting it, consuming and seeding itself. 

Folding time into space, folding time into the space of the body 

including the many alveoli, sacs transferring gases across their one-cell 

thick membrane.  

This mode of being audience does away with the nineteenth-century 

Western theatre paradigm that scholar Ana Pais reminds us is the silent, 

passive gaze of spectator being subjected to theatrical effects (2017, 

235). In fact, breath-taking shapes audience as a singular experience for 

a single person at any given time during the exhibition event, and 

expands an audience-person’s role to co-performer with the breather 

making itself known in the headphones. It taps into an argument that 

Pais borrows from Susan Bennett, Philip Auslander and Alice Rayner: 

there is no such thing as a unified audience; that according to Jean-Luc 

Nancy, “audience is a collective made of singularities that by taking 

part in the performative event engage in a common process” where “the 

background affective process that has an impact on the performance in 

which each spectator participates by the very singularity he or she 

brings to the theatre room (Pais, 2017, 235). In breath-taking, one is 

swept up into modalities of drama that conflate or undo this passive 

gaze: the far away landscape pulls on one’s eyes as a visual distraction, 

retreat or counter balance to the repeated folding of disintegrating and 
disrupting breath in the intimacy of one’s ears. This creative work is my 

response to Pais’ attempt to restore “the centrality of reciprocity 

between actors and spectators to producing the theatrical encounter as 

interactivity…the lens of affective listening” that brings on “the 

ontological difference of live events” (236). The difference being “a 

sensitive charge circulating in social space intensifying them through 
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transmission of patterns of rhythm”…“the surplus qualities of feeling, 

an atmosphere of social space”… “felt intensities” (239). 

I confess. I spent several months preparing to perform this score myself 

with just my voice in real time, a voice I know has affective capacity in 

its raw, shrill or bass tones, sputters and screeches. Reams of text 

redacted, noted, and visually encoded track my futile efforts to compose 

the performance score in its entirety, let alone build up the stamina to 

perform in a heightened state of breathing/breathlessness for an 

extended period of time.  

Perseverance aside, the idea of performing as if I was dying, 

representing, emulating, faking, acting, however informed, rubbed up 

against my live art ethics; it must be happening now. 

Performing such feats is an established part of my creative practice. It 

was only last year that I delivered On Duration: on during, a 

performance (Preston, 2018) of Gertrude Stein’s 1927 poem 

Patriarchal Poetry (Stein 1927), a thirty-eight page text interpreted, 

supplemented, augmented by my voice, my body’s shifting posture, the 

hall’s hollow interior, the harbour’s waves crashing on the shore just 

outside, a goose-neck lamp warding of the cool damp floor and a glass 

of ice measuring the warmth of the scene. Three full readings just over 

three hours each. Each reading successively losing more readily 

apparent coherence than the last as I fell deeper and deeper into the 

trance of Stein’s poem, a trance that I contend yielded more 

intelligibility the more I experimented with rhyme, pace, volume and 

pronunciation. Word play indeed. Even with the videographer in the 
room, I was with her, Gertrude, I was with her text alone, chewing and 

spewing the poem as sound-matter. This last attribute found its way into 

breath-taking; you find yourself alone with the breather, sitting in close 

proximity, a whisper or belch away.  

Imagine Stein’s work. Long lines of unpunctuated text swimming on 

the page – according to some critics –  utter nonsense, idiosyncratic, 
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incomprehensible, a hoax, primitive emotions, “the monotonous 

gibberings of paranoiacs in the private wards of asylums” (Gold, 2007) 

and the most “faux-naïf” (Gopnik, 2012). And yet, in the very same era, 

a man, a Dadist, Kurt Schwitters is recognised as the twentieth 

century’s greatest master of collage, the medium of irony, his irony 

being played out with the visual and phonetic word.  

Kurt Schwitters’ poem Ursonate was a source of conceptual and 

technical inspiration for breath-taking as well as my performance work 

windwoundweatherwirewovenwoman at Matui/ Somes Island, New 

Zealand. There I became an embodied sounding instrument charged by 

the wind to read the fence continuously as long as it took to 

circumnavigate the quarantine facility (Preston, 2017). The score for the 

vocal work, written on my arm, concentrated on a collection of one-

syllable words starting with the letter ‘w’, a letter that when written in 

cursive script and sounded repetitively emulates the action of wrapping 

a metal knot in fence-making. You would only need to glance at a copy 

of Schwitters’ poem to see the reference my performance makes to the 

relentless sequences of unpunctuated letters, wilding vowels extending 

spatially in the round of the cheeks, consonants checking time like the 

tongue on the back of the teeth. Voice performer Jaap Blonk writes that 

Schwitters left behind a few pages of instructions to assist anyone 

attempting to recite the poem, instructions that noted correct 

pronunciation of the letters (the poem was written in German), tempo, 

pitch and dynamics as well as emotional content (2009, 1). 

If, by chance, you were on Matui Island that overcast day, and you now 

happened to view the online video of Michael Schmid performing 
Ursonate you would recognise how breath-taking shifts a written script 

- a semiotic language-based meaning-making narrative to be read - to a

score, a generative set of provisional instructions to initiate a vocal

event. You would hear how Ursonate translates as “primordial sonata”

in the often raw and guttural cyclical iterations, alliterations, and

tintinnabulations. Once again, you might cast aside the habits of a

passive listener driven by the lyrics and a predictable and formulaic
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melody, and wilfully surrender to the feel of sound resonating in all the 

orifices of your body. This makes sense. 

Closing my eyes and listening carefully to each of these works helped 

me hear how reading or speaking aloud is inhabited by breath. 

Recordings played at slow speed and high volume bore out the whistles, 

hisses and crackles emanating from deep down in my pelvis, belly, 

chest, throat and larynx – the site of thymos, the centre of emotions and, 

in Greek, a synonym for soul (Grammatikopoulou, 2011) - as well as 

the dexterity of my tongue and the degree to which my jaw was 

unhinged. I heard how words sometimes served as valves or switches to 

suck in or blow out; breath had a tendency to fold over and drown the 

first syllable of a phrase, rolling it, softening it like a rock being 

polished in the surf. Some signature traits to my speech became 

apparent in the dynamic pitch and pace graphs, not so different, I note, 

from the patterns of writing you in which are currently embroiled. (I am 

trying to write like I speak.) My efforts to redact or extract all exhales 

proved fool-hardy, as if a sound processing software, precise as it is, 

could make that cut, a cut that would sever the shifting tide of inhale/ 

inspiration from exhale/ expiration, a sectioning of something that is not 

divisible except in arbitrary ways. 

This is embodied knowledge I already had: 1988, a Boston Back Bay 

Fens jazz club and saxophonist Pharoah Sanders. His masterful use of 

circular-breathing, multi-phonics, or split tones directed me away from 

cutting, splicing, appending performative and post-production effects to 

the seamless, folding, multiplying, improvisational gestures of an event 

horizon. He would play multiple notes simultaneously. He would filled 
his sax with air and remove his mouth while the instrument continued to 

play on its own (Gale, 2005). 

Listen to his performance Kazuko (1982) to know it with your own 

body. 
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There are some times that a body can not breathe on its own. It gasps, 

whimpers, heaves in a state of “air-hunger.” The automated process that 

the body carries out unconsciously is interrupted, a wrench, or better, 

retch, is thrown into the system. More often a dying body can not 

breathe on its own. It is coupled to a venting machine that counts the 

paces, a respiring metronome, a prosthetic lung that tunes as 

circumstances evolve. It fills in what the body can not do for itself, an 

injection into a disintegration. Small frequent patches looping a 

deteriorating system. 

Déja-vu. He and I, in a patient’s room somewhere in the complex maze 

of Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway, 2018, eight hours 

for four days, or more, couldn’t tell because there were no windows 

(Preston and Lock, 2018). Two old-style manually-operated ventilators 

and an endless supply of hoses, couplers, pure oxygen. Tuning them, 

playing them, as responsive instruments sometimes at peace in blissful 

sinus rhythm, sometimes sounding the alarm as air flow, air pressure 

and pace reached maximum or minimum levels to adequately support 

the non-existent patient. We imagined ourselves as forming a band and 

going on tour. On the third day we made a frightening realisation that 

our own heart rates were syncopating with the respiration antics of the 

ventilators. One of the experiments became a creative work when we 

named it Tryst, a reference to the duet nature of the performance and the 

entangled deterioration of breaths the machines sounded by virtue of 

our gestures to attend to their knobs, valves and bladders. There were 

moments when we lost our breath, when the ventilators exerted their 

agency and took the breath we thought was just ours alone. 

I bet that she took the first breath. 

There they are: Marina Abromavić and Olay kneeling and facing one 

another in front of an audience in the main performance hall of the 

Studenski Kulturni Centar in Belgrade, nostrils plugged with cigarette 

filters, mouths locked in suction, passing a single breath of air between 

them for nineteen minutes and fifteen seconds, perspiring profusely, 
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practicing the agony of agonal breath, bringing themselves to the brink 

of expiration (1977). All gestures to assert breath as the giver of life. 

I bet she took the last breath too. 

Some critics speculate that in works such as Breathing In/ Breathing 

Out (Death Itself), Abromović was able to drain her body of any 

thought or intention, to empty her body of any form of energy, full 

exhaustion equalling positive emptiness, where “[s]omething tender and 

violent at the same time emerges from the performance: the couple are 

decided to stick together despite the effort, the danger, the damage; but 

this kind of interdependence can harm the two parties involved, so it 

cannot last for very long … By sharing the same breath Abramović and 

Ulay step on the fine line dividing eros and thanatos, love and death. At 

the same time, they remind us that we all breathe through the same air 

and share each other’s breath” (Grammatikopoulou, 2011). Consider the 

last few seconds of their love-locked zeroed embrace. Volley. Push. 

Push back. Two, on the brink of failure. 

Remember another double disaster. I ponder composer William 

Basinki’s emotional state at witnessing two catastrophic events 

occurring at the same time, stunned in breath-taking of a second order: 

“In late 2001, he was reviewing old tapes and came across a pastoral 

composition from 1982 which he had completely forgotten about. 

Intending to transfer it to digital format for preservation, he set the old 

tapes running, but time is not kind to magnetic tape and decay had 

fatally undermined their stability. As they played, fragments of iron 

oxide spalled off the tape's surface and became dust, gradually, but 
progressively, breaking down the music into a ghost of its former self, 

becoming ever more fragmented as the recording progressed. Almost 

simultaneously, within view of Basinski's apartment, the appalling 

events of 11 September were unfolding. In the collapsing loops, he saw 

their reflection, and the music became a requiem for the twin towers. 

And very fitting it is, too, a gently shifting cavernous drone, becoming 

more blurred and fragmented as the tape self-destructs in front of us, 
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sombre and dignified, a beautiful epic of romantic decay” (Simmons, 

2002). 

Basinski’s The Disintegration Tapes (2001) became a conceptual 

touchstone for breath-taking’s emotive affect in a manner akin to the 

proclamation or admission “I was there, I saw it happen. I heard it, felt 

it.” His work also pointed me in the direction of digital technology to 

act out a score that was, on the one hand, falling apart, a human voice 

reading a text slowing looping, slowing giving in, starving for air, and, 

on the other hand, supported by a technology that also is the process of 

undoing during each loop, or perhaps, in Beckett’s inspiration terms, 

liberating.  

It was not Basinski’s intent for the tapes to become unstable, to 

materially fail as a generative creation, nor did to do so at the very 

moment of a crisis that amongst others, would change the course of 

history. A gesture signalling material instability. Material failure. Tape 

and towers falling over. Grief and mourning folding in and on each 

other’s attrition. 

There is one last refrain to this booklet’s attempt to augment the 

affective sensibilities of the sound work and its capacity to teach 

through visceral and emotive stimuli, perhaps better, perhaps more than 

a language-based text. The power of embodied knowledge, knowing 

through action, a cornerstone principle to all of my live art works, relies 

on the transformative capacity of the performative gesture. In breath-

taking, I have sought to perform the gesture of an embrace, an aural 

embrace, akin to performance artist Adrian Howell’s oeuvre, in 
particular Held (2006). From Adrian/ ‘Adrienne’ I learn what it is to 

score a work as a confession that weaves risk and intimacy in relation to 

one another (Heddon, Iball and Zerihan, 2016). I borrow his strategy 

(one filled with sincerity) to welcome an audience, one by one into a 

private event. The chair and the aurality of the work wrap themselves 

around you, like Howell holding hands, spooning, propping up, leaning 

into, and with, those who entered the unique, singular and 
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improvisational space of the one-to-one performance. Becoming self-

conscious was a common trait of Held and becoming un-self-conscious 

was part of its experience. I am hoping that trait extends to breath-
taking, extending his penchant for closing the gap between fleshy 

bodies encumbered in haptic exchange, fraught and fostered by inter-

subjective narratives. Giving gesture. Taking breath. One and the same, 

over and over again, refrains that, as a live body we know so well, that 

we take for granted, know so well that the knowing is through the 

feelings it stirs up. The event horizon it performs. 
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